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Simmons, a janitor for Metropolitan State Hospital,
sustained a shoulder injury in 2002.
Request for surgery submitted to UR
 UR determination concluded that surgery was reasonable –
but not related to accepted injury
 SCIF denied the request





WCJ – UR report inadmissible because UR physician
did not examine the patient
WCAB – decision rescinded
 Report admissible
 UR can only address medical necessity but not causation
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A different procedure applies where there has been an admission to
or a determination of industrial injury to at least one body part, but
where the treatment prescribed relates to a different and disputed
body part that the treating physician has explicitly or implicitly found
to be industrial. For the reasons discussed above, utilization review
cannot be conducted for the purpose of determining whether there
was an industrial injury to the disputed body part. Instead, in the
context of an admitted injury, if a treating physician prescribes
treatment for a disputed body part, then the defendant must timely
initiate the AME/QME procedure in accordance with section 4062(a),
if it has not already done so or if the time deadlines of section 4062
(a) have not already elapsed.








10/03 - Sandhagen sustained an injury to the spine
and other body parts



 UR report must remain excluded
 SCIF might dispute the determination of the
treating physician using the AME/QME process as
provided in Labor Code §4062

5/24/04 – treating physician requested authorization
for an MRI
6/21/04 – UR report denied authorization
WCJ – excluded from evidence UR report/denial
because it was not timely.

WCAB (recon)



Court of Appeals (Petition for Writ of Review)
 WCAB decision affirmed

 SCIF ordered to authorize MRI
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Q. How

can an employer respond to a request for
authorization without being in violation of the UR
regulations or statute, and without triggering a UR audit
or penalties, when the reviewing physician states the
requested medical treatment is (a) medically necessary
but (b) questions causation (i.e. whether the need for
the requested treatment is causally related to the
claimed industrial injury)?





Claims administrators may wish to direct their UR physicians to
forward this reviewing physician's report to the claims adjuster
who will: (a) issue a denial, in reliance on the UR physician's
report, which they attach; and (b) issue an objection about
causation under LC 4062, which triggers the AME/QME process.
The UR physician must provide a clear and concise explanation of
the reasons for his or her conclusions or decision--in this case
questioning causation. This should be incorporated into the denial
issued by the claims adjuster. (8 CCR § 9792.9(j)(4))
The claims adjuster's UR denial letter must be issued within the
applicable utilization review time limit. (Simmons v. California
(2005) 70 Cal. Comp. Cases 866 (en banc))

 When the UR physician agrees that the requested treatment is

medically necessary, but questions the causal relationship to the
claimed injury, DWC recommends the URO and claims
administrator consider using the following process:







First, the reviewing physician must answer whether the
requested medical treatment is medically necessary. If no, the
requested treatment can be denied on that basis alone. If yes,
the physician should state that in the UR report.
Second, if the reviewing physician's opinion is that the need for
treatment may not be caused by the injury, the UR physician
also can state that in the UR report.

Further, until the claims adjuster affirmatively and
timely issues an objection to the treating physician's
determination, that the need for treatment is causally
related to the claimed industrial injury, the Workers'
Compensation Appeals Board (WCAB) decision in
Simmons suggests the employer has not completed the
objection to the recommended treatment on causation
grounds. The WCAB said in Simmons that this written
objection, made under LC 4062(a), must be issued
within 20 or 30 days of receipt of the UR physician's
report, depending on whether the injured employee is
represented or unrepresented.
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Also note: A claims administrator's denial of a request
for authorization, either without an attached UR
reviewing physician’s report that questions causation
or in reliance on an attached UR physician report that
fails to explain the reviewing physician's medical
reasoning for questioning causation, could be found to
violate LC 4610(e) and 8 CCR §9792.9(j)(4) and
§9792.12(a)(7).



A denial issued directly from the reviewing physician or
URO to the primary treating physician on causation
grounds alone could be found in violation of 8 CCR §
9792.6(s), § 9792.9(j) and probably § 9792.9(l), as
well as the express wording of Simmons, which states
the UR reviewing physician does not have the authority
to determine causation.
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